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hope, against reason—to love with all the jealousy powerful reasons, independent of my passionate at'Maid brave him! I could not. I was at church
and despondency of a youthful heart—with all the tachment to infancy. I was anxious beyond des- for the last time,
My malady now, returned with tenfold violence,.,
intensityand devotion of a first affection—was very cription for a living, representative. Years rolled
OZ.A.T SONO.
speedily mine. I say to love against hope, against on. I was childless !
: unable to hear the presence even of my own
caXasmasklattasa.
gradually
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Tune—"Hurrah, hurrah."
nesday morning, at $2 00 a year, if paid in advante,
I will
of cheerfulresignation with which she submitte4 to shadow. Night and day, at home and abroad, in constantly and invariably shunning mine.
and if not paid withinsix months, $2 50.
Come boy!, comehoys, let's have a song,
No subscription received for a shorter period than
their pressure, had made a powerful and permanent society and solitude, his image stood before me. My not,' said I, with the tone and gesture of a madman,
iiurrala! Cuirah ! hurrah,!
six months, nor any paper discontinued till all ar' But
So pitch your voices deep and strong,
began
by
my
menials in
own hall.'
impression on my brother's heart. I saw that I had health
to show symptoms ofdecay. Medical be bearded
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Peerages are paid.
Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah !
no chance. And yet Adela's return to her lover'. science was resorted to. My attendants pronounced consider, my love,' said Lady Moyston, the endAdvertisements not exceeding one square, will be Carriage 'Manufactory
We'll sing to Harry of the West,
constructions which such a
passion was cold and faint in the ',attune. 'Living me nervous--hypocondrical--recommentled change less and
inserted three times for $1 00, and for every subseThe Statesmen freemen all love hest,
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'No matter, eaiB I, with
quent insertion 25 cents. If no definite orders are
Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah ! in his immediate neighborhood--hearing, hour by of air, of scene—hurried sac off to Brighton, to command would bear.'
given asto the time an adiertisement is to be continu- WrOS respectfully informs [the citizens
!
increasing
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vehemence, 'I will be obeyed.' Cerhoun6of his unbounded benevolence, his unaffected Cheltenham—and prescribed "tonic medicine and
ed, it willbe kept intill ordered out, and charged ac- al& of the borough and county of HuntingHenry,''
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tainly,
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Certainpiety, his humility, his disintorestedness—she re- nutritious
cordingly.
Now shout I.ys, shout for Harry Clay !
don, the public generally, and his old friends
Pshaw ! I despised their prognostics. I laughed ly—your will, you know, is ever mine. Suppose,
spected, she esteemed--but no, she never loved him.
Hurrah, &o.
and customers in particular, that he still
the gloom which round us lay,
continues the .
To her mother, his wealth, his rank, his generous, to scorn their self•suficient ignorance, and the con- then, we dispense with their attendance altogether;
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easy temper, were irresistable. Mrs. DeCourcey fidence with which they tMasted of their ability to I, myself,' saidshe, with her own sweet smite,
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Preparations for the marriage were in progress. man eye. Sleep forsook me. That clear, sweet, I
myself
And Locos soon their backs must turn.
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Instructions had been issued for the settlements—- soft voice forever rung in my ears. I heard it above enabled me to foster such generosity of character,
or work.
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and the ceremony stood fixed for the day on which the swell of the pealing organ—above the waves of such originality of mind. I was anxiouslie should
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Common
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cheerless and gloomy as that which I have been deAs early in the morning as I felt myself equalto
Washington
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very
prices
are so low that the
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scribing; I was sure the invitation contemplated tion, deserving
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He'll ne'er turn traitor, NO, not he,
or necessitous. And the blessings
Farmers'bk of Reading Reading
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ifying intelligence. He came not. Another messome particular object. Nor was .I mistaken. He which these invoked
head
to
seemed,
my
my
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Then shout, toys, shout, Hurrah, Hurrah'!
senger was despatched. There was au unusual
announced to me, in form, his intended marriage—1
distempered imagination, expressions of the bitterHuntingdon, Oct. 11.-11
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spoke to me most confidentially, most unreservedly
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—unfolded all his plans for the present, his pros- they uttered, that I might never know what sor- neither understood nor tolerate. I got irritated. to
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assured me that neither time nor being, when
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35 pairing. Having learnt his trade in England,
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very meterial influence upon my destiny. Inone of
2 or American style of wagons, and hopes by
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share of
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aravine in the grounds. It was a spot sad and sol- tle boy, cold, hungry,almost destitute of clothing, project--cruelled my prudent hopes. The only beReading
no sale
N. B. Shop near to-Mr. J. Houck's blackitary, but wild and picturesque in the extreme. Ivy watching, with the most affectionate solitude, and ings that loved me, that eared for me, had abandonBetts county bank
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The following narrative of crime and retribution,
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strange as the declaration may appear, is is strictly'
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unpitied and unheeded, into my grave.
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All others
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not token out within three mouths, will be in the hands ofhis executor, who had been his tutor
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and
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exception,
feeling
,communicated to the Rev. author of a work which
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John R. 2
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Butts
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Nicholas, Kin ports Gideon,
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clear
voice
murmured.
the world. The name of Moyston is, for obvious
Miller Mister,
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art not forgotten ; and may'st thou be forgiven at
citizens of this county, the public Dewalt Peter,
fifteen feet.
cry,' us lie wiped the damps of death from her brow,
Miller Samuel D.
reasons, a substituted one.
generally, and his old friends and customers Davis Patrick,
Heedlessly loitering on the brink, and pointing touched a heart cold, churlish, and insensible as the bar of Heaven as fully as I forgive thee now!
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in particular, that he has leased for a term Deen John
Surrounded with every blessing which existence
I copy her last letter. It reached mea few hours
to some recent improvements, my brother faltered mine.
Drenkle Henry S. M'Clure Andrew,
of years, that large and commodious building
can afford—possessing prospects of a brilliant, nay,
boNeff Isaac M.
after her departure. It is but justice to herself that
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and fell into theflood. The slightest motion on my
on the West end of the Diamond, in the
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almost unrivalled nature—few entered this chequerNeff John A.
would have saved him—the least effort, withI should give it.
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part
remedy that expense could suggest, every comfort
Porter John,
ed scene of being with greater advantages titan mydrew H. Hirst, which he has opened and Gardner James.
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out incurring any danger to myself, would have
Stitzer William,
that wealth could procure, was afforded her. It
furnished as a Public House,towhere every Green Miles S.
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more
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his prey, and his
Herrencane Jacob, Young Geo. B.
longer possessed your confidence. In vain have I
found.
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JOHN GEMMILI., P. M.
ceptible. The little mourner watched every turn of
mother's early friends, their place was moat affecaEn REP elgitiD CE)
---stood motionless ! The feelings of a fiend rushed
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1, 1844.
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older than myself, and though in our pursuits and
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thought,
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tastes, and turns of
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forted.
custom.
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sparing interest in ordinary occurrences. But in
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Scott's New York, Paris and London
some pages of the narrative instead of following the by divorce to make another choice, that domestie
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ness, in his attendance at divine worship: this last countenance as he struggled with his fate—caught
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Be that no it may, speedily d
ance amongst us. Yet, amidst all, she was a cold, which rendered me earnest and importune in this ced
invented Revolving Chair, ,that comfort Dec. 20, 1843.
u Thou
bitterly did he make me feel his power. Not a evicalculating, mercenary being—an adept in intrigue, petition. I was the last of my race. The
of he slowly read in Iris deep solemn tone.
which no other article of the kind is capable
A. K. CORN WIN,
Moyston so nobly descended—the title of no went dual do no murder." I was in ,tently unnerved. labia escaped him; he was silent asthe grave; but
of aftortling. Country merchants and shipand a heartless mancuuverer.
I could detect a deeper, graver modulation—could his insolent air, his'arrogara manner, soon gave me
pers can be supplied with any quantity at
In a word, she WOO a woman of Me world, and creation—would die with me. The extensive donotice.
short
trace in his penetrating eye a peculiar expression—- to understand the knowledge ha hod acquired ; and
could contrive, at will, to snake vice appear virtue, mains would, in that case, enrich a family who had
ABRAHAM McDONOUGH,
HUNTINGDON, PA.
expense,
and a point and severity in his generally mild and gentle, from that hour he never ceased to exercise a thral.
aggrandized themselves at our
No. 113 South Second street, two doors
in Main &reel, two doors East of and art seem innocence. She was accompanied by already very
I dam over me which has ern .hc:l me to the duet. I
mention was hateful to me. For these manner. He suspected me ! Did he dare 1
below Dock, Philadelphia,
her daughter, whom to see and love—to love against whom
Temperance house.
McConnell's
Mrs.
yr.
May 3'l, 1843.---1
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